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7th annual event brings together
paddlers for fun day in water. A3

greet bidders at St. Helena benefit,
projected to raise $15.5M. A3
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NORTH COAST » PREPARING FOR HOT SEASON

Plentiful, tall grasses
add to wildfire risk
DOMINIC LIPINSKI / PA

A police officer holds his weapon
Saturday on London Bridge in
London. British police said two
attacks left six people dead.

London

attacks
leave
6 dead

Nation still reeling from
Manchester bombing
site of more violence
By STEVEN ERLANGER
NEW YORK TIMES
PHOTOS BY KENT PORTER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

AMONG THE GRASSES: Tall, wild oat grasses surround Pepperwood Preserve ecologist Michelle Halbur while she records samples of native and non-native grass
species. Heavy winter rain doused the statewide drought but also has produced a bumper crop of tall and flammable vegetation, raising the risk of wildfires.

With over 1,100 blazes this year after rains, firefighters urge preparedness
By GUY KOVNER
The PRESS DEMOCRAT

R

ippling in the wind, waist-high green and
brown grasses surrounded Michelle Halbur
on a slope at Pepperwood Preserve in the
Mayacamas Mountains north of Santa Rosa.
“I feel like I’m in the ocean,” the preserve
ecologist said as she documented the resurgence
of grasses, up to more than 5 feet tall, in an area
blackened by a controlled burn a year ago.
But where Halbur marvels at fertile hillside,
uneasy North Bay residents and firefighters now
face a bumper crop of wild grass — fostered by
drought-squelching rains — that threaten to fuel
another disastrous season of wildfires in California.
Winter’s liquid largesse, which banished the
five-year drought in California, turns to a liability
as temperatures rise and — as the late Kate Wolf, a
former Sonoma County resident, sang — “the hills
turn brown in the summertime.”
Already statewide, more than 1,100 fires since
the start of the year have burned more than double
the swath of territory torched last year at this
time, according to Cal Fire. In Sonoma County, a
small wildland blaze last month caught the atten-

LONDON — Another night of
terrorism unfolded in Britain on
Saturday with two attacks that
killed six civilians in the center
of the capital, London police
said.
At least one of the dead was
killed when a van careered
onto the sidewalk along London
Bridge, mowing down pedestrians.
The London Ambulance Service said it had taken more than
30 injured to five hospitals.
The police said they had killed
three attackers, which they believed to be the total number of
assailants.
Witnesses reported that at
least one man jumped out of
the van wielding a large knife
and ran into the nearby Borough Market, a popular spot for
TURN TO LONDON » PAGE A11

tion of local firefighters, who saw it as a potential
harbinger of a bad season.
Windblown embers from a house fire east of
Cloverdale crossed a road and ignited the grass
on May 24, charring 5 acres before firefighters
TURN TO GRASSES » PAGE A10

CONTROLLED BURN: Firefighter
Paul Beisner uses a torch to ignite
grass during a controlled burn
Tuesday in Glen Ellen.

INSIDE Cal Fire’s smartphone

app, Ready for Wildfire, offers
alerts by ZIP code / A10

Quiet life, deep roots for conservation
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“Where can you look in your daily life and find ways to do
it better, to be more thoughtful of the Earth, to be more
thoughtful of people?” says Julia “Butterfly” Hill.

On the makeshift platform where she
lived for two years high up in an ancient
North Coast redwood tree, Julia “Butterfly” Hill drew national attention two
decades ago to a campaign to protect
some of California’s last privately held
old-growth coastal forests from logging.
When she climbed down on Dec. 18,
1999, Hill began a nearly nonstop sprint
of environmental activism and public
appearances — averaging 250 events
annually during the first seven years. It

drained her, financially and emotionally.
She withdrew eventually into a more
private life, one that’s confronted her with
other traumatic setbacks of late, including health struggles from Lyme disease
and chronic pain stemming from a 2014
car crash in which she was rear-ended.
For the past year, Hill, 43, has been
living quietly in the Sierra Nevada
foothills, where she’s trying to regroup
and reorder her life for the second time
since the year before she climbed into
“Luna,” the roughly 1,500-year-old
Humboldt County redwood that is now
part of a small forest preserve set aside
under a deal with the logging company,
the now-defunct Pacific Lumber Co.
While her public profile has waned,
TURN TO HILL » PAGE A2
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JULIA ‘BUTTERFLY’ HILL »
Activist who lived in redwood
steadfast in duty to environment
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